Editorial

**Mask & Wig Show Needs Support of All Students**

UHI much brings with it a spring production of the Mask and Wig show. In April, one of the most enjoyable events on campus and with no road trip, there is no real good reason why it cannot be a smashing success for the students who have been putting in the spirit and vibe of former years.

The present company of wiggers number many capable managers and highly talented performers who, if they work as they have in the past, should end up with a show and working out the technical problems that will arise from using the facilities to their advantage.

Furthermore they will succeed in making the spring production a great triumph for the undergraduate club if they can manage to keep up their efforts to carry on the Mask and Wig show and the Mask and Wig Club back to the lofty heights they once occupied. If this be only a year of transition then let us make it the best of the better days to come.

For those new members of the University family who know Mask and Wig in only the vaguest way let it be said that Mask and Wig has been one of the finest Penn State traditions. One need only visit the clubhouse at 310 South Quince Street in downtown Philadel- phia to get the full flavor of Mask and Wig accomplishments over the years. This venerable building steeped in lore and tradition contains pictures and programs from the days when Mask and Wig were the pride of the student body and Mask and Wig to the students a resounding success in the bringing Mask and Wigan to its former prominence.

To us at the University who have seen three great Mask and Wigan productions let us all be in the mood to be a share this year and that, with diligent work on the part of the Wiggers, it will be as entertaining, as lively and as successful as ever.

We are aware that the present developments are the every spring Mask and Wig hall cancelled at the much the need for the effort by both the student body and Mask and Wig to make this spring production a resounding success in the bringing Mask and Wigan to its former prominence.
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**Football Season Opens As Quakers Play Host To Rugged Penn State**

Lions Are Picked As National Power; Strong Bench Key to Engle's Success

by Mark Rosenfeld

Football once again will be king when Pennsylvania opens its year with a showdown with Pennsylvania State in field at 3:30 tomorrow afternoon against heavily favored Penn State.

The Red and Blue, coached by Steve Sebo who will be starting his fourth season as the Quaker mentor, will be facing a squad the experts have tagged as one of the top powers in the East and perhaps the nation as well.

The Nittany Lions, victory by a 34-0 count a year ago over Penn, will be out for a repeat of that score who will be pitted against a Penn State team that has given a 6-1-1 mark complete to the Penn State program.

Experience Key Factor

Steve Sebo, coach of the Lions, has received the familiar call from the coaches to make their outlooks known and to indicate who will be playing whom. The Nittany Lions have been circled in the scorecard as the probable home team for the Saturday afternoon.

The key to the Red and Blue victory will be the speed and strength of the Blue and White defense as it offends against the Blue and White offense against the Blue and White defense.

**DePriest Will Play Tomorrow In Houston Hall Jazz Concert**

Jimmy DePriest and his Quietet will play tomorrow afternoon from 2 to 3 p.m. at Houston Hall, upper campus of the University.

The Eastern Collegiate Jazz Festivals are sponsored by the Philadelphia Jazz Association on a series of jazz concerts to be held during the fall season in Houston Hall.

**Liberal Arts Grant Given to University**

The Graduate Student Council of the University has announced the granting of a $4,600.00 grant to the University to support a project in the study of the Independent Student Association.

The grant is a part of a series of 1957-1958 funds to be used for the study of the Independent Student Association.

The study of the Independent Student Association is the subject of the project in the study of the Independent Student Association.

The grant is a part of a series of 1957-1958 funds to be used for the study of the Independent Student Association.

The study of the Independent Student Association is the subject of the project in the study of the Independent Student Association.
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SPORTS

| Tennis Tournament Begins on October 7th |

- "M" Tennis Tournament begins on October 7th.

Yacht Club Regatta

- The 1st Annual Yacht Club Regatta will take place on Saturday, October 8th, beginning at 11:30 a.m. on the Cooper River near the Market Street Bridge. For details, call Frank M. Brown Jr. at 37 Main St.

Boaters Set For Temple

- Pennsylvania's soccer team got the nod this week, topping the polls before its Longhorn meet with the Sooners. Temple's Tomato Garden is on the cards for the soccer team.

Sports Scribes Predict Games

- Paul Brubaker's staff makes predictions for upcoming games.

SUPPORT THE TEAM

Student Football Season Tickets For All Classes $10

- Student Football Season Tickets are available for all classes. They are on sale at the Palestra on Friday, 9 to 9 and Saturday, 9 to 12.

Inside Chevrolet

- Chevrolet's 21-inch TV

- Only franchised Chevrolet dealers display this famous trademark.

Remember . . .

D P Heeling Smoker, October 7

- Chevrolet's leading low-priced car with plenty of "oomph" and "vage!"

- Standard Ball-Race Steering, Chevrolet's Ball-Race steering mechanism is virtually friction-free. That means easier parking, more control, more relaxed driving.

- Postraction Rear Axle. When one rear wheel slips in mud, snow or sleet, the wheel with the traction grips for sure going!

- Triple-Turbo Turbo-Climb. The silent, unobtrusive drive anywhere you move from standstill to top cruising speed in any gentle stream of motion. Special "Gra-der" position saves braking on hills.

- Great to have—and only Chevy's got 'em!
Football
(Continued from page one)
also halfback and a halfback-cum-wingback signal caller, is expected to fill the air with his trumpet-like voice. Oppo- nent ends Leon Walters and Jack Paul, both consummate receivers, will be Jack's favorite targets.
Kite will be piloting Bill Weimer, a big leader, to open at left tackle. The right tackle role will be filled by Joe Boland.
Kite has been one of the top performers in the line and both the captains, Joe Saled and Joe Boland lead an impressive group of guards. Saled will wear an orange on his left side of the line while Bob Winter will be called upon to plug the right guard position left vacant by All-American Bill Vanadium's departure. Anthing the forward wall for the Lions will be the veteran Charles Rudowage on the right.
* Behind these first stringers Kite's backfield hosts two players his team is an effort to wear down his rival. This particular feature is the real

strength of the Ogre-Staters.

What does Penn plan to do to offset this depth advantage of the Lions? Kite hopes to be able to limit the number of plays on the entire game and feels the signal is in condition to last the entire duration. To answer to the question that Penn perhaps can deep State no evenu for the first half but would probably line in the right stages of the game, thus constituting a moral victory. Kite was quick to say that ultimate victory was his only aim.

Penna's Lineup
The Oggie-Oggie men are to test the mighty Lions consist of on canyons Dave Woodard and Parker Jagger at the ends, Dennis Trukey and Joe Horblady will anchor the call at the tackles. The guard positions will be manned by co-captain Pink Kiefer and Otto Baetz. Converted guard Ben Kelly will load the forward wall from his center position. Penn's defensive backfield is expected to be filled if panic by the.plot played. The forward wall for the Lions will be the veteran Charles Rudowage on the right.

Hit Parade has all you want!
The tobacco... the tip... and the taste!

The tobacco you want... only the choicest grades of quality tobacco. And it's all 100% natural tobacco!

The tip you want... developed exclusively for Hit Parade. And it really does hit Parade!

The taste you want... the freshest, liveliest taste of any filter cigarette.

Now! The one cigarette in tune with America's taste!